parallel Helsinki

“What we call the present is given shape by an accumulation of
the past.”
– Haruki Murakami, 1Q84.
Ever since the Guggenheim Museum opened its doors in the
Northern Spanish city of Bilbao 18 years ago, City officials
around the globe have tried to replicate its success in attracting
tourism and foreign capital, by emulating the so called ‘Bilbao Effect’. Although it is too simple to define the success of Bilbao as
a product of a single iconic building its is the iconic building that
is sought after with the promise of drawing global recognition
and the instant accumulation of cultural capital.
Parallel Helsinki challenges the effectiveness this model which
focuses on novelty and turns its back to the accumulation of the
cities built and cultural heritage. Therefore we seek to build-on
and augment the existing geographical and built context as well
as the existing frameworks such as the Helsinki 2050 Plan developed to address issues of increased density, economics, sustainability, accessibility and cultural production.
We especially took notice of the Helsinki Underground Masterplan and the infrastructural network and various underground
facilities currently located in Central Helsinki. With the City and
the Underground Master Plan as its backdrop; Parallel Helsinki is
a strategy and set of devises which bring together the above and
underground worlds, introduce seeds for art, culture, economic
and technological production unique to the context. Creating a
Parallel World which will become an amelioration agent merging
structures for consumption with spaces of production.
Initially Points of Interests starting from the South Harbour have
been identified throughout Central Helsinki, but the hope is it will
be the beginning of an open-access network that will expand as
seeds are planted in the gaps and crevices between the built-out
urban form. The result is a development option unique to Helsinki, potentially creating a variety of spaces outdoors and covered,
both public and semi-public which will connect locals and visitors
with the city’s valued heritage and active creative community.

Helsinki’s Underground Master Plan

Jokerit Underground Ice Hockey Hall

Itäkeskus Swimming Pool

District Heating and Cooling Pipes

Kauppakeskus Kamppi Shopping Mall

Underground Runtunnel

Viikinmaki Wastewater Treatment Plant

Underground Food Storage

Helsinki is a World-leader in Underground Construction

The setting for the parallel helsinki
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Wieliczka Salt Mine, Poland

Saitama Retention Basin, Japan

Soleder Salt Mine Concert hall, Ukrane

High Like, New York

Central Park, New York

Tenjin Underground Walk, Fukuoka, Japan

Underground Bike Park, Louisville, Kentucky

Cross Canyon Zip, Louisville, Kentucky

Yerebatan Cisterna, Turkey

Inspiring settings from around the world
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Points of interest are identified and linked starting from the South Harbour site. The underground
network creates direct links between these points
of interest which otherwise would not happen
within the existing street network. As new places
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Network growth

Pixels of activity

Underground Network Phasing Diagram
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A phased branching radiating from positive
opportunity areas, our concept provides woven spatial closures in a series of engaging
urban episodes, bridging central Helsinki’s
two defining harbour fronts through an alternative pedestrian network layered within
the present urban fabric.

South Harbor Site

ultimate phase
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Existing cultural, recreational and public
spaces with functioning subterranean
connections have been identified as opportunity areas to provide entrances to
Parallel Helsinki.

Topographical Grade Change at Laivurinkatu and Jaakarinkatu

South Harbour Site

Building Edge at Pieni Roobertinkatu &Yrjönkatu

Ramp Entry at Kaivopuisto Park

Narinkkatori Plaza

Kampin Metroasema

Gallary Back Door

Underground Parkade

slip into the parallel helsinki
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GPS and Digital Wayfinding technologies will
allow the user to create maps suited to their
own interests, time constraints, and means of
mobility to create an unique experience and view
of Helsinki. If chosen the maps can be linked to
current news and events and online databases,
to allow for a enhanced City experience.

Customize your own Parallel Helsinki Experience
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Parallel Helsinki traverses organically beneath the
cadastral grid between key nodes, mimicking existing
block-length rhythms. The alternate network serves the
body as a vehicle for investigating sensory experiences,
immersing the pedestrian in a series of interconnected
spaces that reflect proximity to sea, park, and shades of
light produced from time passage.

Parallel Helsinki Network
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The spatial diversity provides an excellent
medium to showcase Helsinki’s creativity, as
users discover the unique characteristics of
space, they will be encouraged to become coproducer and introduce complementary uses.
Pliable programme space will accommodate a
variety of activities.

Typical Network plan
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A hierarchy of Sun Wells will assist with way
finding in Parallel Helsinki. Smaller Sun Wells
serve multiple purposes: drawing natural light
into the underground street, whilst simultaneously providing at grade clues of its presence,
thus maintaining a connection between layered
spaces. Larger Sun Wells will feature habitable
spaces, and serve as visual indicator to pull pedestrians towards important places and connection nodes with the surface.

Network of courtyards
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Larger Sun Wells are envisaged within perimeter
block courtyards. These enclosed structures provide excellent positive spaces of closure, well
suited to social interactions, and enlarging public
spaces in the city centre. With agreements, the
network can be connected into internal courtyards.
Internal courtyards serve as excellent entry points
for discovery to the delight of Flâneur or Dérive,
and increase real estate for capital generation
through emergence of new landscape.

Sun wells create activity and density
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In order to accommodate more activities and
added density, stepped platforms emerge
from the depths of the larger sunwells to the
upper levels of the existing buildings. The platforms are designed to receive the maximum
amount of sun exposure on its surface and to
the lower depths of the sun well.
Although suitable for conventional uses such
as office and residences, the platforms and
open frame construction blur the line between
building and landscape. Creating ideal outdoor
and semi-outdoor spaces suitable to exhibition, performance and recreational space.

Urban mountains as new form of urban infill
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